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Those who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it.—George SantayanaBut for a
series of major blunders by Nehru across the spectrum—it would not be an exaggeration to say
that he blundered comprehensively—India would have been on a rapidly ascending path to
becoming a shining, prosperous, first-world country by the end of his term, and would surely
have become so by early 1980s—provided, of course, Nehru’s dynasty had not followed him to
power. Sadly, the Nehru era laid the foundations of India’s poverty and misery, condemning it to
be forever a developing, third-rate, third-world country. By chronicling those blunders, this book
highlights THE FACTS BEHIND THE FACADE.This ‘Revised, Enlarged & Unabridged,
June-2018 Edition’ of the book comprises (a)123 Major Blunders compared to 97 of the first
Digital Edition of July 2016; (b)over twice the matter, and number of words; and (c)exhaustive
citations and complete bibliography.Blunders is used in this book as a general term to also
include failures, neglect, wrong policies, bad decisions, despicable and disgraceful acts,
usurping undeserved posts, etc.It is not the intention of this book to be critical of Nehru, but
historical facts, that have often been distorted or glossed over or suppressed must be known
widely, lest the mistakes be repeated, and so that India has a brighter future.
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[then] it seemed to me that Jawaharlal should be the new President [of Congress in 1946—and
hence the first Prime Minister] ...I acted according to my best judgement but the way things have
shaped since then has made me to realise that this was perhaps the greatest blunder of my
political life... My second mistake was that when I decided not to stand myself, I did not support
Sardar Patel.—Abul Kalam Azad, ‘India Wins Freedom’{Azad/162}He [Nehru] had no idea of
economics. He talked of socialism, but he did not know how to define it. He talked of social
justice, but I told him he could have this only when there was an increase in production. He did
not grasp that. So you need a leader who understands economic issues and will invigorate your
economy.—Chester Bowles, US AmbassadorOn Nehru: “…a man of echoes and mimicry, the
last viceroy rather than the first leader of a liberated India.”—Malcolm Muggeridge, British
journalist{SG/193}If the future is full of hope it is largely because of Soviet Russia.—Jawaharlal
Nehru{URL28}A young man who isn't a socialist hasn't got a heart; an old man who is a socialist
hasn't got a head.—David Lloyd George, UK PM (1916-22)“Poor countries are poor because
those who have power make choices that create poverty.” Such countries develop “extractive”
institutions that “keep poor countries poor”.—Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson in ‘Why
Nations Fail’{WNF/62}(Nehru laid the foundations of ‘Extractive Institutions’) Said Nehru:(“The
Nabob of Cluelessness”, as someone remarked)I can tell this House [Parliament] that at no time
since our independence, and of course before it, were our defence forces in better condition, in
finer fettle…than they are today…{Max/132} (prior to 1962 India-China war)(“I hope I am not
leaving you as cannon fodder for the Chinese. God bless you all.”—Army chief KS Thimayya in
his farewell speech in 1961)It is completely impracticable for the Chinese Government to think of
anything in the nature of invasion of India. Therefore I rule it out…{AS/103}We were getting out of
touch with reality in the modern world and we were living in an artificial atmosphere of our
creation…{Zak/149}We feel India has been ill-repaid for her diplomatic friendliness toward



Peking… Difficult to say the Chinese have deliberately deceived us… We may have deceived
ourselves…{AS/38} But for a series of major blunders by Nehru across the spectrum—it would
not be an exaggeration to say that he blundered comprehensively—India would have been on a
rapidly ascending path to becoming a shining, prosperous, first-world country by the end of his
term, and would surely have become so by early 1980s—provided, of course, Nehru’s dynasty
had not followed him to power. Sadly, the Nehru era laid the foundations of India’s poverty and
misery, condemning it to be forever a developing, third-rate, third-world country. By chronicling
those blunders, this book highlights THE FACTS BEHIND THE FACADE.Blunders is used in this
book as a general term to also include failures, neglect, wrong policies, bad decisions,
despicable and disgraceful acts, usurping undeserved posts, etc.It is not the intention of this
book to be critical of Nehru, but historical facts, that have often been distorted or glossed over or
suppressed must be known widely, lest the mistakes be repeated, and so that India has a
brighter future.Unable to eulogise Nehru on facts, many admirers resort to innovative
counterfactuals like: “Had it not been for Nehru India would not have remained united and
secular. But for Nehru, there would have been no democracy, and the citizens would not have
enjoyed freedom…” (Pl. check chapter-13) If facts don’t help you, go by presumptions and
probabilities! What if one advanced an alternate counterfactual and argued that an alternate
person (like say Sardar Patel or C Rajagopalachari or Dr BR Ambedkar or …) as prime minister
would have made India more united, more secure, more secular and free from communalism,
more democratic and much more prosperous—on way to a first-world nation by 1964!Nehru’s
leadership is unique not only in terms of the paucity of achievements, or the large gap between
the potential and the actuals, or a very poor show compared to other comparable nations; but in
the blunders that he made. Other leaders too make mistakes, but Nehru can beat them all hands
down. The number, the extent, and the comprehensiveness of the Nehruvian blunders can’t be
matched. Comprehensive? Other leaders blunder in one or two or three areas. Not Nehru. His
was a 360 degree coverage. Afflicted by Dunning-Kruger Effect (DKE: Pl. see Blunder-95), and
arrogantly regarding himself as far wiser than others, and an all-round expert, he poked his nose
into everything, and blundered in practically all areas (and sub-areas, and in very many ways):
external security, internal security, foreign policy, economy, education, culture,… it’s a long list.
An examination of his record leaves you gasping. Here is a very apt and cryptic label to capture
the essential Nehru: “Nabob of Cluelessness”.Nehru bequeathed a toxic political (dynastic and
undemocratic), economic (socialistic), industrial (inefficient and burdensome public and state
sector), agricultural (neglected and starved), geographic (most borders insecure), administrative
(incompetent and corrupt babudom), historical (Marxist and Leftist distortion), educational
(elitist, and no universal literacy), and cultural (no pride in Indian heritage) legacy.One may say:
Why sweat over Nehru? He is long gone. Long gone—physically. But, much of his thinking and
policies still unfortunately survive. It is necessary to understand that he followed a wrong path,
and the nation needs to gain freedom from those ideas and forge ahead. There is nothing
personal here. Nobody has anything against Nehru, as a person. But, if thanks to his policies,



the nation went to dogs and millions suffered, and thanks to the continuation of his policies,
millions continue to suffer, then it is not a dead historical question. Many of the Nehruvian
policies led to irreversible cancerous growth in many areas. Nehru played such havoc with the
childhood and adolescence of our young nation that reversing the blunders of those early years,
and junking those bad habits and practices and policies and thinking, and kicking out those
vested interests has become extremely difficult—but something that must be done ASAP, for
which one must first know all those blunders with due clarity. Therefore, this book is highly
relevant for the current times too. — Rajnikant Puranik To the fond memory of my late
parentsShrimati ShakuntalaShri Laxminarayan PuranikThanks toDevbala Puranik, Manasi and
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BookAzadBMaulana Abul Kalam Azad—India Wins Freedom. Orient Longman. New Delhi.
2004CWMGD, WCollected Works of Mahatma Gandhi. Vol. 1 to 98.http://gandhiserve.org/e/
cwmg/cwmg.htmURL15UArticle ‘Nehru vs Patel: Ideological Rift, Hardly a Trivial One. Rakesh
Sinha, Sunday Express. 10-Nov-2013.www.pressreader.com/india/sunday-
express8291/20131110/282033324959792VPM2K, DV.P. Menon—The Transfer of Power in
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D=Digital Book/eBook other than Kindle, K=Kindle eBook, U=URL of Document/Article on Web,
W=Website, Y=YouTube. Chapter - IPRE-INDEPENDENCE BLUNDERSNot many blunders are
listed under Nehru’s ‘Pre-independence Blunders’ below, compared to his ‘Post-independence
Blunders’ later, because in the former period Nehru was not fully in-charge. There was Mahatma
Gandhi on top, and there were many other leaders of stature, to keep him in check. Despite that,
whenever Nehru held an official position bestowing him with some discretion, and an
opportunity presented itself,...Blunder–1 :Usurping Congress Presidentship in 1929Jawaharlal
Nehru was given an unfair leg up on Sardar Patel in 1929 by Gandhi, and made President of the
Congress, despite the following facts that overwhelmingly made Sardar the deserving
candidate.Patel had led the Bardoli Satyagraha of 1928 whose resounding success had made
him a national hero, and bestowed on him the title Sardar. The Bardoli Satyagraha was the first
successful practical implementation of the Gandhian non-violent technique involving the rural
masses on the ground. Nehru lacked such credentials.Besides, Sardar Patel was much senior to
Jawaharlal, and a larger number of Pradesh Congress Committees (PCCs: legal body to elect



President) had recommended him over Jawaharlal. Yet, Gandhi, most unjustly and
undemocratically, asked Patel to withdraw! Gandhi thereby tried to establish an unjust pecking
order where Jawaharlal came before Patel. Netaji Subhas Bose had subsequently written: “The
general feeling in Congress circles was that the honour should go to Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel.”{RG5/322} Acharya Kripalani had remarked that Gandhi’s reasons for preferring
Jawaharlal “were personal rather than political…the two were emotionally attached to each
other, deny it though they may”.{RG/183}Jawaharlal’s father Motilal had a major role to play in
Jawaharlal’s undeserved elevation. Motilal was the Congress President in 1928. He desired that
his position be inherited by his son. Subsequent to Patel’s Bardoli win, Motilal wrote to Gandhi
on 11 July 1928:“I am quite clear that the hero of the hour is Vallabhbhai, and the least we can
do is to offer him the crown [make him President of the Congress]. Failing him, I think that under
all the circumstances Jawahar would be the best choice.”{RG2/L-2984}Motilal actively
canvassed for Jawaharlal with Gandhi. Nepotism and “fight” for freedom went together: Nehrus
from Motilal downwards ensured their family was well taken care of; and that it came first, ahead
of the nation! In the long run, the nation paid heavily for Motilal’s brazen nepotism, exemplarily
emulated by his dynasty.The presidentship during 1929-30 was particularly significant: the one
who became president was likely to be Gandhi’s successor; and he was also to declare the goal
of the Congress as “purn swaraj” or complete independence (so late!!).Jawaharlal was also
favoured by Gandhi with an unprecedented second consecutive term in 1930, then another two
terms in 1936 and 1937, topped by the critical term in 1946 (Blunder#6)! Such privilege was not
accorded to any other leader—even Sardar Patel was made President only once for one year!
The Old Man’s weakness for the westernized Nehru over the home-spun fellow Gujarati [Patel]
was yet another aspect of “Swadeshi” Gandhi’s self-contradictory personality. How Jawaharlal
managed to become the “spiritual son” of Gandhi is a mystery. Wrote MN Roy in “The Men I
Met”: “It can reasonably be doubted if Nehru could have become the hero of Indian Nationalism
except as the spiritual son of Gandhi…To purchase popularity, Nehru had to suppress his own
personality…”{Roy/11}Blunder–2 :Setting Jinnah on Path to PakistanBefore the 1936-37
provincial elections, the Congress did not expect to get enough seats to form a government on
its own in UP. That was because of the other parties in the fray who had strong backing of the
landlords and influential sections. So as to be able to form a government, it had planned for a
suitable coalition with the Muslim League. So that the Muslim League got enough seats for a
coalition to be successful, Rafi Ahmad Kidwai of the Congress (who had been private secretary
of Motilal Nehru, and after Motilal’s death, a principal aide of Jawaharlal Nehru) had persuaded,
jointly with Nehru, several influential Muslims, like Khaliq-uz-Zaman (third in the AIML hierarchy
after Jinnah and Liaqat Ali Khan) and Nawab Mohammad Ismail Khan, who had the potential to
win, to fight the elections on behalf of the Muslim League—as Muslims fighting on behalf of the
Muslim League had better chances of winning. They fought and won. But, after the elections,
when the Congress found it could form the government on its own, without the help of the
Muslim League, it began to put unreasonable conditions.{DD/181-83}To Jinnah’s proposal of



inclusion of two Muslim League Ministers in the UP cabinet, Nehru, who was the Congress
President then, and was also looking after the UP affairs, put forth an amazing, arrogant
condition: the League legislators must merge with the Congress! Specifically, the terms sought
to be imposed, inter alia, by Nehru–Azad were:“The Muslim League group in the UP Legislature
shall cease to function as a separate group. The existing members of the Muslim League party
in the United Provinces Assembly shall become part of the Congress Party… The Muslim
League Parliamentary Board in the United Provinces will be dissolved, and no candidates will
thereafter be set up by the said Board at any by-election…”{Shak/187} The above humiliating
condition that was the death warrant for the League was naturally rejected by Jinnah.
{Gill/179-80}In Bombay, with the Congress Chief Minister designate BG Kher willing to induct
one Muslim League minister in the cabinet in view of lack of absolute majority of the Congress,
and the fact that the Muslim League had done well in Bombay in the Muslim pockets, Jinnah
sent a letter in the connection to Gandhi. Gandhi gave a curiously mystical and elliptically
negative reply to Jinnah on 22 May 1937:“Mr. Kher has given me your message. I wish I could do
something, but I am utterly helpless. My faith in [Hindu-Muslim] unity is as bright as ever; only I
see no daylight out of the impenetrable darkness and, in such distress, I cry out to God for
light...”{CWMG/Vol-71/277}Jinnah then wanted to meet Gandhi; but Gandhi advised him to
rather meet Abul Kalam Azad, by whom he said he was guided in such matters. Rebuffed and
humiliated Jinnah then decided to show Congress-Nehru-Gandhi their place. The incident led
other Muslim leaders also to believe that a majority Congress government would always tend to
ride rough-shod over the Muslim interests. It is claimed that, thanks to this imbroglio, the badly
hurt pride of the Muslims led them to move away from the Congress and quickly gravitate
towards the Muslim League, and ultimately to separation.The incident actually proved a blessing-
in-disguise for Jinnah and the Muslim League for they realised their politics needed to be mass-
based to counter the Congress. Membership fee for the AIML was dramatically dropped to just
two-annas. There was a huge move to increase membership among the Muslim masses, and it
paid rich dividends: the membership dramatically rose from a few thousand to well over half a
million! Jinnah told his followers that he had done enough of begging the Congress in the past;
he would see to it now that the Congress begged of him.{RZ/70-71}The humiliated Muslim
League aspirants Khaliq-uz-Zaman and Nawab Mohammad Ismail Khan, whose ambitions were
thwarted by the Congress and Nehru, thereafter became the pillars of Muslim reaction and
played a critical role in swinging the Muslim opinion in favour of partition and Pakistan. The
British were only too glad at the development. The Secretary of State Birkenhead wrote to the
Viceroy: “I have placed my highest and most permanent hopes in the eternity of the communal
situation.”{Muld/42}It was unwise of the Congress and Nehru not to show a little generosity
towards the League. Reportedly, Sardar Patel and GB Pant were willing for a coalition with the
Muslim League as per the pre-election understanding, but Nehru, in his “wisdom” and hubris,
decided to act arrogant, and led the way for the ultimate parting of ways with Jinnah and the
Muslim League, and for Partition and Pakistan—Nehru was the Congress President in 1936 and



1937. Jinnah’s bitter reaction on 26 July 1937 to Nehru’s unjust act was:“What can I say to the
busybody President [Nehru] of the Congress? He [Nehru] seems to carry the responsibility of
the whole world on his shoulders and must poke his nose into everything except minding his
own business.”{DD/181-82}The fissure caused by Nehru’s impetuosity was never healed. There
is an opinion that had the Congress been accommodating towards the AIML post-1937
elections, AIML may not have hurtled forward towards Partition and Pakistan. Besides, it would
have prevented counterfactual speculations. Wrote Maulana Azad:“...I have nevertheless to say
with regret that this [‘Blunder#7’] was not the first time that he [Nehru] did immense harm to the
national cause. He had committed an almost equal blunder in 1937 when the first elections were
held under the Government of India Act [of 1935]{Azad/170}…“Jawaharlal’s action gave the
Muslim League in the UP a new lease of life. All students of Indian politics know that it was from
the UP that the League was reorganised. Mr Jinnah took full advantage of the situation and
started an offensive which ultimately led to Pakistan{Azad/171}…“The [Nehru’s] mistake of 1937
was bad enough. The mistake of 1946 [of Nehru: ‘Blunder#7’] proved even more
costly.”{Azad/172}Wrote MC Chagla: “To my mind, one of the most potent causes which
ultimately led to the creation of Pakistan was what happened in Uttar Pradesh [United Provinces
in 1937]. If Jawaharlal Nehru had agreed to a coalition ministry and not insisted on the
representative of the Muslim League signing the Congress pledge, perhaps Pakistan would
never have come about. I remember Jawaharlal telling me that Khaliquz Zaman [to whom Nehru
had denied a berth in the UP cabinet in 1937] was one of his greatest and dearest friends, and
yet he led the agitation for Pakistan… Uttar Pradesh was the cultural home of the Muslims.
Although they were in a minority in the State, if Uttar Pradesh had not gone over to the cause of
separation, Pakistan would never have become a reality.”{MCC/81-2} Blunder–3 :Scoring Self-
Goal—Ministry Resignations, 1939In the 1936-37 provincial elections in 11 provinces, the
Congress won an absolute majority in 5 (UP, Bihar, Madras, CP (Central Provinces) and Orissa),
and emerged as the largest party in 4 (Bombay, Bengal, Assam and NWFP). The Congress
ministries were formed in a total of 8 provinces. They were headed (called Premiers) by Govind
Ballabh Pant in UP, Shrikrishna Sinha in Bihar, NB Khare in CP, BG Kher in Bombay, Rajaji in
Madras, Bishwanath Das in Orissa, Gopinath Bardoloi in Assam, and Dr Khan Sahib in
NWFP.On the other hand, the Muslim League’s show was poor. It secured less than 5% of the
Muslim votes. It won a mere 6% (108/1585) of total seats. Its share (108/(372+108=480)) in the
Muslim seats was also low: 22.5%. It failed to form a government on its own in any province. This
rankled with Jinnah and the AIML, and also with the British, who didn’t want the Congress to get
powerful.Good Performance of Congress Ministries during 1937-39The hard-won (thanks
mainly to the efforts of Sardar Patel) Congress ministries in the provinces since 1937, under the
strict vigilance of Patel, had begun to perform better than expected. To guide and coordinate the
activities of the provincial governments, a central control board known as the Parliamentary Sub-
Committee was formed, with Sardar Patel, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad and Rajendra Prasad as
members. A number of measures in the interest of the general public had been taken. Many



Congress ministers set an example in plain living. They reduced their own salaries. They made
themselves easily accessible to the common people. In a very short time, a very large number of
ameliorative legislations were pushed through in an attempt to fulfil many of the promises made
in the Congress election manifesto.Emergency powers acquired by the provincial governments
through the Public Safety Acts and the like were repealed. Bans on illegal political organizations
such as the Hindustan Seva Dal and Youth Leagues, and on political books and journals were
lifted. All restrictions on the press were removed. Securities taken from newspapers and presses
were refunded and pending prosecutions were withdrawn. The blacklisting of newspapers for
purposes of government advertising was given up. Confiscated arms were returned and forfeited
arms licenses were restored. In the Congress provinces, police powers were curbed and the
reporting of public speeches and the shadowing of political workers by CID agents stopped.
There was firm handling of the communal riots. Rajaji’s premiership of Madras during 1937-39
was brilliant.Nehru&Co’s Ill-Advised Non-Cooperation with Britain in WW-IIThe German–Soviet
Non-aggression Pact, also called the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact, or the Nazi–Soviet Pact, was
signed between Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union in Moscow on 23 August 1939, in the
presence of Stalin. Soon after, on 1 September 1939, Germany invaded Poland (Soviet Union
did so on 17 September 1939). In response, Britain declared war against Germany two days later
—on 3 September 1939. On the same day, the Viceroy of India, Linlithgow, also announced that
India, along with Britain, had joined the war (WW-II).Nehru & Socialists Advocate Resignations
of the Congress MinistriesThe Congress had expected to be consulted by the British before
declaring war on behalf of India. The AICC had declared in May 1939 that the Congress would
oppose any attempt to impose a war on India without the consent of its people. Yet, the British
authorities just didn’t bother. The Congress felt rebuffed and enraged. It also demonstrated that
the British considered the Gandhian ‘threat’ as no threat. They knew that the Gandhian non-
violence was an insurance against any real problem for the Raj.In protest against the British-
India declaring war without consulting the Congress, the CWC meeting at Wardha on 22-23
October 1939 decided not to co-operate with the British in the war (WW-II). The move was spear-
headed by Nehru and the socialists, who also advocated that the Congress Provincial
Governments resign by the month-end in protest. Patel and Gandhi were not in favour of non-
cooperation with the British in the war, and of the ministries resigning; but Nehru & Co—the
socialists—insisted upon it. The resignations were effectively a victory of the Congress
Left.Nehru Driven by the Soviet Line, Opposite to Gandhi’s LineNehru’s world-view was Marxist-
Communist (‘Blunder#106,107’), as was obvious from his books and speeches, and he not only
always tended to favour the Soviet Union, he did so even where the position of the Soviet Union
was indefensible—effectively, Nehru was a Soviet-addict.Wrote Sita Ram Goel:“It could,
therefore, be logically expected that once Britain and France made up their mind to fight the
Fascist Powers, the Congress would be prepared to cooperate with them. In fact, Mahatma
Gandhi drew this conclusion when, immediately after the Second World War broke out in
Europe, he advised the Congress to give unconditional moral support to the British



Government of India. Writes Dr Pattabhi Sitaramayya: ‘Gandhi was of the view that we must offer
our moral support, allow the ministries to function and he had the confidence that through the
ministries, he could manoeuvre a declaration of Poorna Swarajya or Dominion
Status.’”{SRG2/149-50}“But Mahatma Gandhi was not aware that Pandit Nehru had committed
the Congress to an anti-fascist faith not because he linked prospects of India's freedom with that
faith but because his Soviet mentors had at that time laid the line that way. Had the Soviet Union
joined the anti-fascist war against the Fascist Powers, he would have felt no difficulty in
advocating cooperation with her British ally, as he did at a later date [when Soviet Union joined
the Allies in 1941]. But the Soviet Union was now an ally of Nazi Germany [1939-41], and the
Comintern apparatus everywhere had characterised the War as an ‘Imperialist War’. The
Comintern had also invited the ‘people’ in Western countries as well as in the colonies of those
countries to convert the ‘imperialist war’ into a ‘civil war’ or a ‘war of liberation’ on the pattern
advocated by Lenin in 1914-18. It was, therefore, not at all possible for Pandit Nehru to advocate
cooperation with the British Government of India.”{SRG2/150}It is worth noting that being more a
socialist and a communist sympathiser than an “internationalist”, or an independent or a
nationalist thinker, Nehru changed his tune soon after Russia joined the war on the side of
Britain, and against Nazis in 1941.Disastrous Nehruvian Blunder: Resignations of Congress
MinistriesUnder pressure from Nehru&Co, the Congress Ministries resigned in November 1939.
It was politics of futile gesture—a big blunder; a political suicide. Wrote Balraj Krishna:“Yet, he
[Sardar Patel] seemed to be in agreement with Gandhi insofar as the continuance of the
Congress Ministries was concerned. This was typical of him as the party boss and as an
administrator, who saw obvious political gains in holding on to power. Linlithgow's thinking tallied
with Patel's. He had written to the King that 'Jinnah had become alarmed by the defection of a
growing number of Muslims from the Muslim League to the Congress', because the Ministers
could help their friends and 'inconvenience their opponents’. Such defections, however
probable, could not have taken place because of the Congress giving up power in the provinces.
The Editor of The Hindu, K. Srinavasan,… 'blamed Nehru for "the dreadful blunder" of
withdrawing the provincial Ministers from office.'”{BK/199-200}“The withdrawal was a triumph for
the Congress Left—a triumph which had serious political repercussions. It threw the Congress
into wilderness and gave Jinnah absolute freedom to play a game that strengthened his position
with the British and helped him, in the end, get Pakistan. The inappropriateness of the
resignations lay in their being most inopportune and untimely, especially when Linlithgow had
formed a favourable opinion of the Congress leaders and the Congress as a party. He
considered the latter to be ‘the only one worthy of the name, and certainly the only one
possessing an active and widespread organisation in the constituencies’. It was an achievement
due to Patel's effective Chairmanship of the Congress Parliamentary Board. In Patel, Linlithgow
had found ‘a sense of humour, a shrewd and active brain and a strong personality’, and Patel
clearly saw the point about avoiding speculative hypothesis as a basis of
argument.”{BK/199-200}The ill-advised action of Nehru&Co was like giving up all the gains of



the 1937-elections; and passing them on to the then defeated Muslim League. While for the
Congress it was self-emasculation that greatly weakened it and drastically slashed its bargaining
position, throwing it into wilderness, for the British and for Jinnah the Congress Ministries’
resignations were “good riddance”.“An Islamic State within the sub-continent was sealed when
INC decided to boycott the WWII effort and resigned in 1939. League increased the share of
Muslims in the British Army to 34% by 1946, and Cong lost its nerve at the prospect of a civil
war, which League was threatening.”{Tw2}Blunder–4 :Leg-up to Jinnah & the Muslim League
(AIML)Resignation of the Congress ministries in 1939 (Blunder#3 above), thanks to Nehru&Co,
was welcomed both by Jinnah and the British authorities. Jinnah couldn’t help calling it the
‘Himalayan Blunder’ of the Congress, and was determined to take full advantage of it. Jinnah
and the Muslim League went to the extent of calling upon all Muslims to celebrate 22 December
1939 as the “Deliverance Day”—deliverance from the “misrule” of the Congress. Thanks to
Nehru’s blunder, the stars of the Muslim League began to rise. 1939-onwards Muslim League
was on the ascendency, even as the clout of the Congress eclipsed.The worst effect of the
resignations was on NWFP. This overwhelmingly Muslim province (95%) was ruled in
conjunction with the Congress by the Khan brothers. It was a show-piece for the Congress, and
a negation of all that Jinnah and the Muslim League stood for—majority Muslim province under
the Congress. Resignation by the ruling Congress-Khan brothers was god-sent for Jinnah and
the British. Both quickly manipulated to install a Muslim League government, and make popular
the divisive agenda. In the Pakistan that the British had planned inclusion of NWFP was a must,
and that was only possible if the Congress and the Khan-brothers were dislodged. Linlithgow did
all he could to install a Muslim League government in NWFP, including meeting Jinnah
personally{Sar/48}, and instructing the then Punjab Governor Sir George Cunningham to render
all necessary assistance to Jinnah{Sar/49}. Viceroy Linlithgow had been playing a dangerous
and irresponsible divisive game in India’s North-West, particularly in Punjab and NWFP that
ultimately led to the Partition carnage.It is worth noting that Nehru and the Congress were
unnecessarily too obsessed with the Centre and the Central legislature, where Jinnah was able
to play a wrecker. Had the Congress continued in its ministries, and had it played its cards well in
the provinces in the Muslim-majority areas, they could have derailed Jinnah. The Unionist Party
headed by Sikandar Hyat Khan that ruled Punjab was a Muslim-Hindu-Sikh coalition. The
Krishak Proja Party headed by Fazlul Huq, a nationalist Muslim, dominated Bengal. Ghulam
Hussain Hidayatullah had formed a Hindu-Muslim coalition in Sind, independent of the Muslim
League. If the Congress had intelligently coordinated its efforts with these parties, it could have
sidelined Jinnah. But, what to speak of doing that ground work and strengthening its ties with the
non-Muslim-League Muslim parties, the Congress itself chose to get irrelevant.Congress
opposition to the British declaration of World War-II on behalf of India, its non-cooperation with
the British in that regard, and the unconditional, whole-hearted support extended to the British
by Jinnah and the Muslim League ensured the rise of the Muslim League and the gradual
eclipse of the Congress, so much so that thereafter it were the British, Jinnah and the Muslim



League who dictated the terms of Independence, Partition and Pakistan. Wrote VP Menon in
‘The Transfer of Power in India’ on the Indian National Congress (INC):“Had it not resigned from
the position of vantage in the Provinces the course of Indian history might have been different…
By resigning, it showed a lamentable lack of foresight and political wisdom. There was little
chance of its being put out of office; the British Government would surely have hesitated to incur
the odium of dismissing ministries which had the overwhelming support of the people. Nor could
it have resisted an unanimous demand for a change at the Centre, a demand which would have
been all the more irresistible after the entry of Japan into the war. In any case, it is clear that, but
for the resignation of the Congress, Jinnah and the Muslim League would never have attained
the position they did…”{VPM2/152/L-2901} Blunder–5 :Assam’s Security CompromisedWith the
annexation of Assam in 1826, the British brought in the peasantry from the over-populated East-
Bengal for tea plantation and other purposes. The Muslim League, in order to dominate the
predominantly non-Muslim Assam and the Northeast, and make it yet another Muslim-majority
region, strategized back in 1906 in its conference at Dacca to somehow increase the Muslim
population in Assam, and exhorted the East-Bengal Muslims to migrate and settle in Assam.
The fact of large-scale migration was also noted in the Census report of 1931. Congress leaders
Bordoloi, Medhi and others raised this serious issue of migration, but did not get due support
from the Congress leadership at the Centre.In the 1930s and later, when the Muslims of East
Bengal (now Bangladesh) began migrating to Brahmaputra valley in Assam for livelihood, pooh-
poohing the grave warnings from sane quarters, pseudo-secular, naive Nehru made an
irresponsible statement: “Nature abhors vacuum, meaning where there is open space how can
one prevent people from settling there?” Savarkar responded with his masterly prediction:
“Nature also abhors poisonous gas. The migration of such large numbers of Muslims in Assam
threatened not just the local culture but would also prove to be a national security problem for
India on its north-east frontier.”{W.n18}In 1938, when a Muslim League-headed coalition fell in
Assam, Netaji Subhas Bose favoured a bid by the Congress to form a government. Several
Congress leaders were opposed to the idea, particularly Maulana Azad. Sardar Patel backed
Subhas Bose fully; and finally a Congress ministry led by Gopinath Bordoloi took office. With
Bordoloi in office it was hoped that the Muslim migrations would be stemmed, and the game of
the Muslim League would be defeated.However, thanks to the unwise move of Nehru and his left
supporters, the Congress ministries in the provinces resigned in 1939 (Blunder#3 above). This
forced Gopinath Bordoloi to also resign in Assam, although Netaji Subhas Bose and Sardar
Patel wanted the Bordoloi government to continue. This was God-sent, rather Allah-sent, for the
Muslim League. Pro-British Sir Syed Mohammad Saadulla of the Muslim League, from whom
Bordoloi had wrested power, again took over. With the Congress in limbo on account of the
unwise surrender of power in the provinces (thanks to Nehru&Co), followed by the imprisonment
of its leadership in 1942 Quit India, Saadulla ruled uninterrupted for the next seven years shoring
up the Muslim base in Assam.Saadulla brought in a Land Settlement Policy in 1941 that allowed
immigrants (Muslims) from East Bengal to pour into Assam, and hold as much as 30 bighas for



each homestead. He boasted to Liaquat Ali Khan that through his policies he had managed to
quadruple the Muslim population in the lower four districts of the Assam Valley. In short, the
demographic position became much worse in Assam thanks to the wrong decision of Nehru.The
initial British Plan of 1946 for the Indian Independence clubbed Assam and Bengal together in
Group-C. Such an inclusion would have had the consequence of Assamese being in a minority,
to be overruled into ultimately being absorbed in East-Pakistan. Sensing this ominous possibility,
Bordoloi opposed being clubbed into Group-C, contrary to what Nehru had agreed to. With
Nehru remaining unamenable, Bordoloi started mass agitation. He fought the Muslim League’s
effort to include Assam and other parts of the Northeast Region (NER) in East Pakistan. The
Congress Party at the national level, led by Nehru, would have acquiesced to the Muslim League
had it not been for a revolt by Bordoloi, backed by the Assam unit of the Congress Party and
supported by Mahatma Gandhi and the Assamese public. Blunder–6 :Nehru’s Undemocratic
Elevation as the First PMPost 1945, with the increasing hopes of the imminence of India’s
independence, all patriots looked forward to having a strong, assertive, competent, decisive, no-
nonsense person as India’s first prime minister, who would bring back the lost glory of India, and
turn it into a modern, prosperous nation.Nehru—no match for Sardar PatelIron Man Sardar Patel
was the clear choice, being a cut much above the rest. And, nobody looked forward to having
some undemocratic, indecisive, clueless leader to mess up a hard-won freedom after
centuries.The Congress Party had practically witnessed Sardar Patel as a great executor,
organizer and leader, with his feet on the ground. Sardar had demonstrated his prowess in the
various movements and assignments, including that in the Nagpur Agitation of 1923; the Borsad
Satyagraha of 1923; excellent management of the Ahmedabad Municipality during 1924-27;
tackling of the Ahmedabad Floods of 1927; the Bardoli Satyagraha of 1928 that earned him the
title of "Sardar"; the Dandi March and the Salt Satyagraha of 1930; successful management of
elections for the Congress during 1934-37; preparation, conduct and management of Haripura
session of the Congress in 1938 on a massive scale; building up of the party machine; role in
preparation for the Quit India Movement; and premier leadership role 1945 onwards.Patel’s
achievements were far in excess of Nehru’s, and all Congress members and the country knew it.
Sardar was also much superior academically and professionally, and was far wiser than Nehru
(for details, please check the author’s book: “SARDAR PATEL : THE BEST PM INDIA NEVER
HAD”). Like Nehru, Sardar Patel too had studied in England. But, while Nehru’s father financed
all his education, Sardar financed his own education in England, through his own earnings!
While Nehru could manage to scrape through in only a poor lower second-division in England,
Sardar Patel topped in the first division!Professionally too, Sardar was a successful lawyer, while
Nehru was a failure. Sardar had a roaring practice, and was the highest paid lawyer in
Ahmedabad, before he left it all on a call by Gandhi; while Nehru was dependent upon his father
for his own upkeep, and that of his family. Besides, Sardar was a great administrator. Wrote
Balraj Krishna:“Common talk among the members of the Indian Civil Service post-
Independence used to be: ‘If the dead body of the Sardar were stuffed and placed on a chair, he



could still rule.’”{BK/xi}Based on the ground-level practical experience since 1917, it could be
said with certainty in 1946 that Nehru was no match for Sardar for the critical post of the prime
minister. Of course, Nehru as PM in practice confirmed beyond a shred of doubt that it should
have been Sardar, and not him, who should have been the first PM of India.The Congress
Presidential Election & Its Hijacking by Nehru-GandhiLegal Procedure for the ElectionWhoever
became the president of the Congress in 1946 would have also become the first prime minister
of India, hence the presidential election was critical. As per the laid down procedure in practice
for many decades, only the Pradesh Congress Committees (PCCs) were the authorised bodies
to elect a president. There were 15 such PCCs. They were supposed to send their nomination to
the Congress Working Committee (CWC). The person who received maximum nominations was
elected as President. There being 15 PCCs, at least 8 PCCs had to nominate a specific
individual for him or her to gain the majority to become president. In 1946, the last date of
nominations for the post of the president was 29 April 1946.Result of the Election : Sardar Won
UnopposedThe Congress Working Committee (CWC) met on 29 April 1946 to consider the
nominations sent by the PCCs. 12 of the 15 (80%) PCCs nominated Sardar Patel{RG/370}; and
3 PCCs out of the 15 (20%) did not nominate anyone.{ITV} It therefore turned out to be a non-
contest. Sardar Patel was the only choice, and an undisputed choice, with not a single
opposition.What was noteworthy was that on 20 April 1946, that is, nine days before the last
date of nominations of 29 April 1946, Gandhi had indicated his preference for Nehru. Yet, not a
single PCC nominated Nehru!Hijacking of the Election by Nehru–GandhiLooking to the
unexpected (unexpected by Gandhi) development, Gandhi prodded Kripalani to convince a few
CWC members to propose Nehru’s name for the party president. Gandhians like Kripalani
slavishly went by what their guru, the Mahatma, directed. Kripalani promptly and unquestioningly
complied: He got a few to propose Nehru’s name. Finding this queer development, Sardar Patel
enquired with Gandhi, and sought his advice. Gandhi counselled Patel to withdraw his name.
Patel complied promptly, and didn’t raise any question. That cleared the way for Nehru. The
“democratic” Nehru didn’t feel embarrassed at his and Gandhi’s blatant hijacking of the election,
and shamelessly accepted his own nomination.Said Kripalani later: “Sardar did not like my
intervention.”{RG/371} Years later Acharya Kripalani told Durga Das:“All the P.C.C.s sent in the
name of Patel by a majority and one or two proposed the names of Rajen Babu in addition, but
none that of Jawaharlal. I knew Gandhi wanted Jawaharlal to be President for a year, and I made
a proposal myself [at Gandhi’s prodding] saying ‘some Delhi fellows want Jawaharlal’s name’. I
circulated it to the members of the Working Committee to get their endorsement. I played this
mischief. I am to blame. Patel never forgave me for that. He [Sardar Patel] was a man of will and
decision. You saw his face. It grew year by year in power and determination…”{DD/229}Nehru’s
ObduracyFinding none had recommended Nehru, Gandhi, reportedly, did tell Nehru: “No PCC
has put forward your name…only [a few members of] the Working Committee has.”{RG/371}
Nehru, however, responded with complete silence to this pregnant remark.{RG/371} Despite his
grand pretentions of Gandhi as his father figure, and he being his son, chela and follower, Nehru



remained silently defiant and let it be known to Gandhi he would not play second fiddle to
anyone. It appears that all the “sacrifice” for the nation by Motilal and his son was geared to
ultimately grab power for the Nehru dynasty! It has even been claimed that Nehru tried
blackmail: he threatened to split the Congress on the issue. Somebody asked Gandhi why he
favoured Nehru. Reportedly, Gandhi’s reason was he wanted both Nehru and Patel together to
lead the nation, but while Nehru would not work under Sardar Patel, he knew that in the national
interest he could persuade Sardar Patel to work under Nehru, as Sardar would not defy him.
{ITV} What Gandhi said amounts to this: that Sardar Patel, even though senior and more
experienced, and backed by majority, was patriotic enough to work under Nehru in the national
interest, if so prodded by Gandhi; Nehru, junior, less experienced, and not backed by a single
PCC, wanted only to become PM, and was not patriotic enough to work under Patel, in the
national interest, even if persuaded by Gandhi!Durga Das recounted the following:“I asked
Gandhi… He [Gandhi] readily agreed that Patel would have proved a better negotiator and
organiser as Congress President, but he felt Nehru should head the Government. When I asked
him how he reconciled this with his assessment of Patel’s qualities as a leader, he laughed and
said: ‘Jawaharlal is the only Englishman in my camp… [then, why talk of swadeshi and swaraj!]
Jawaharlal will not take second place. He is better known abroad than Sardar and will make
India play a role in international affairs [Why not make him Foreign Minister then? Although,
Nehru made a mess of the foreign policy—pl. see Blunder#48–58]. Sardar will look after the
country’s affairs. They will be like two oxen yoked to the government cart. One will need the other
and both will pull together.’”{DD/230}Nehru–Gandhi Hijack-Act : Why Grossly Improper?
Gandhi’s actions must be judged in the background of his being a “Mahatma”, and an “Apostle
of Truth and Non-Violence”. As Gandhi had himself stressed, “non-violence” didn’t have a
narrow interpretation as just lack of violence, but a broad interpretation where things like anger,
illegal and unjust acts also came within the broad definition of violence. What Gandhi and Nehru
manoeuvred was not only undemocratic, illegal, immoral and unethical, and driven by personal
ego and selfishness, but also against the interest of the nation. Here is why it was so:(1) Illegal:
PCCs alone were authorised to elect the president. There was nothing in the Congress
constitution to permit that rule to be overturned. How could Gandhi overrule what 15 PCCs had
recommended? On what legal basis? Gandhi’s action was illegal.(2) Absurd: Gandhi had
resigned from the primary membership of the Congress back in 1934 to devote himself to
“constructive work” (Were political work and fighting for freedom “destructive”?). Thereafter, he
had never rejoined the Congress. How could a non-member of the Congress like Gandhi dictate
who should be the president of the Congress, or even participate in CWC meetings? Yet,
another illegality.(3) Unreasonable: Did Gandhi put on record in writing or verbally his reasons
for overruling the recommendations of the PCCs? No.(4) Unjust: Did Gandhi put on record in
writing or verbally why Patel was not suitable as the president, and hence the first PM, and why
Nehru was a better choice? No.(5) Unfair: Was there a proper threadbare discussion in the CWC
on why Patel was not suited for the post, and therefore why the recommendations of the PCCs



should be ignored? And, why, instead, Nehru should be chosen? No.(6) Arbitrary: If CWC was
not convinced of the recommendations of the PCCs, why didn’t it refer the matter back to the
PCCs, and ask them to re-submit their recommendations, with detailed reasoning? The decision
could have been postponed.(7) Preposterous: How could responsibility of such critical nature be
assigned to a person without doubly ensuring that person’s relative suitability through fair and
democratic discussions among all CWC members, and, of course, finally through voting.
(8) Against National Interest: National interests demanded that the choice of person was
dictated not by personal biases, and diktats, but by suitability, and mutual consensus, and the
reasons should have been put on record.(9) Dictatorial: How could an individual like Gandhi
dictate who should or should not be the president, and hence the first PM? And, if that was fine
for the Congress, then why the sham of elections, and votes of the PCCs?(10) Undemocratic:
What kind of freedom “fighters” we had in the Gandhian Congress that they didn’t even assert
their freedom of choice and vote within the CWC, or show their guts against the slavery of
Gandhi, and voice their opinions? Was an individual Gandhi correct, and were the 15 PCCs
wrong?(11) Unethical: Leave apart the legal and other aspects, was it ethical and moral and
truthful for the “Apostle of Truth” Gandhi to do what he did? If indeed he thought he was correct,
and all others were wrong, the least that was expected from him was to explain his logic and
reasoning. Or, was he above all that? Do what you want—no questions asked!(12) Lack of
Integrity: How could a person being nominated for president, and therefore as the first Indian
PM, be so devoid of integrity, fair-play and ethics as to blatantly be a party to the illegality of
throwing the recommendations of the PCCs into a dustbin, and allowing himself to be
nominated, even though none had voted for him?(13) Unembarrassed: Did it not embarrass
Nehru that he was usurping a position undemocratically through blatantly unfair means? Did it
behove a future PM?(14) Blot & Blunder; Disastrous: Overall, it was a blot on the working of the
CWC, and on the CWC members, and particularly Gandhi and Nehru, that they could so
brazenly commit such a blunder, which ultimately cost the nation heavy. The results of this
Nehru-Gandhi act proved that it was one of their most disastrous acts for the country.Reactions
of the Stalwarts on the Improper Nehru-Gandhi Act“If Gandhi had his reasons for wanting
Jawaharlal, the party had its for wanting [Sardar] Patel, whom it saw, as Kripalani would
afterwards say, as ‘a great executive, organizer and leader’, with his feet on the ground. The
party was conscious too of Sardar’s successful Quit India exertions, not matched by
Jawaharlal.”—Rajmohan Gandhi {RG/370}“I sent a paper round proposing the name of
Jawaharlal… It was certain that if Jawaharlal’s name had not been proposed, the Sardar would
have been elected as the President… The Sardar did not like my intervention. I have since
wondered if, as the General Secretary, I should have been instrumental in proposing
Jawaharlal’s name in deference to Gandhi’s wishes in the matter… But who can forecast the
future? On such seemingly trivial accidents depends the fate of men and even of nations.”—
Acharya Kriplani {Krip/248-9}“When we members of the Mahakoshal PCC preferred him [Patel]
to Nehru as Congress President, we had no intention of depriving Nehru of future Premiership.



The younger man had already been raised to the office of Congress President thrice, and we
therefore thought it just and proper that Patel, the older man, should have at least a second
chance [at Presidency, and thus be the first PM].”—DP Mishra {RG/372} {DPM/185-6}“Gandhi
has once again sacrificed his trusted lieutenant for the sake of the glamorous Nehru.”—Dr
Rajendra Prasad {RG/371}“...Taking all facts into consideration, it seemed to me that Jawaharlal
should be the new President [of Congress in 1946—and hence PM]. Accordingly, on 26 April
1946, I issued a statement proposing his name for Presidentship... [Then] I acted according to
my best judgement but the way things have shaped since then has made me to realise that this
was perhaps the greatest blunder of my political life… My second mistake was that when I
decided not to stand myself I did not support Sardar Patel. We differed on many issues but I am
convinced that if he had succeeded me as Congress President he would have seen that the
Cabinet Mission Plan was successfully implemented. He would have never committed the
mistake of Jawaharlal which gave Mr. Jinnah an opportunity of sabotaging the Plan. I can never
forgive myself when I think that if I had not committed these mistakes, perhaps the history of the
last ten years would have been different.”—Maulana Azad {Azad/162}“[Humayun] Kabir
[translator and editor of Maulana Azad's autobiography] believed that Azad had come to realize
after seeing Nehru’s functioning that Patel should have been India’s prime minister and Nehru
the president of India. Coming as it did from an inveterate opponent of Patel, it was a revelation...
A year earlier, Rajagopalachari had said the same thing...”—Kuldip Nayar in ‘Beyond the
Lines’{KN/L-1752}“The general feeling in Congress circles was that the honour should go to
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel.”{RG5/322} (On the first occasion in 1929 when Gandhi made Nehru
President overriding the far more deserving Sardar Patel.) At another time Netaji had said: “I do
not like Gandhiji’s appeasement of the Nehrus. We in Bengal represent the real revolutionary
force. Jawahar only talks. We act.”{DD/129}—Netaji Subhas Bose“When the independence of
India was coming close upon us and Gandhiji was the silent master of our affairs, he had come
to the decision that Jawaharlal, who among all the Congress leaders was the most familiar with
foreign affairs [although the Nehruvian years proved Nehru had made a mess of the foreign
policy and external security], should be the Prime Minister of India, although he knew
Vallabhbhai would be the best administrator among them all… Undoubtedly it would have been
better… if Nehru had been asked to be the Foreign Minister and Patel made the Prime Minister. I
too fell into the error of believing that Jawaharlal was the more enlightened person of the two... A
myth had grown about Patel that he would be harsh towards Muslims. That was a wrong notion
but it was the prevailing prejudice.”—Rajaji, Swarajya, 27.11.1971 {RG3/443}
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Ebook Tops Reader, “A good read if you are wondering why India still remains a developing
country.. There were a few grammatical errors. Otherwise this book was a revelation of how
corrupt the leader was that literally destroyed the development of India soon after
Independence.”

Raghuveer, “Fodder for Indian political discussions. For millions of Indians disappointed by the
sad state of affairs in the country, the most fascinating alternate history scenario goes "if only
Patel would have been the PM instead of Nehru". If you ever thought on those lines but were
stumped for material to buttress your arguments, this book is for you. Perhaps "book" does not
describe this work as it reads on the lines of a pamphlet that is broken into well-organized
sections.Right off the bat, the author gets one important thing right - agrees and establishes that
Nehru was forthright, brave, honest, and had the best intentions at heart and correctly justifies
that these attributes are largely irrelevant while judging a person's legacy. Towards the end, the
author also attempts a holistic rating exercise. One miss on the author's part was not
emphasizing how large the shadow of the first leader looms in the history of an entity.No one
should take this book as a work of scholarship and a student of history will no doubt find the
approach and some of the arguments technically flawed. As a casual reader/reviewer, I certainly
do not have the means or the knowledge to validate the content. But even if 25% of the facts
presented are true, this is a worthwhile and much needed exercise that redresses the lack of
balance in assessing Nehru. There are enough hagiographies of this flawed and impractical
leader to fill entire libraries even if reality suggests that the praise is lopsided. When a country
like India, that is blessed with good climate, that has humongous human and natural resources,
that did not fight any debilitating wars, and that does not get racked by too many natural
disasters (relatively) still continues to languish, it suggests that at least part of the blame must be
borne by the "Architect of Modern India", the very title that school history books so fondly use to
describe Nehru.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A new Look at Nehru. As a young boy listening to the News on TV, I saw
Nehru as a figure using a cigarette holder, and Sid he was the father of A Free India. And the
invasion of India by Communist China, the People's Republic of China, it seemed horrible. This
book made another view open to me. The idea of Nehru as a socialist as the cause of the
poverty and famine of India in the 1960s known to me, now. The idea that Nehru was the wrong
man at the wrong time. He was not all that bright, nor was his daughter. Also the British did not
leave India, the dumped it, as they could not get the wealth, without more work. Gandhi was not
needed for independence.”

Raghunandan Ramchandra Joshi, “Very Good Book !. The book is fantastic ! Everyone must
read it before going for voting in this election and then vote . It shows how India was taken for a



ride for 20 years after independence by the DYNASTY !”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice read, can expand bit more to further substantiate claims. Nicely
summarized. Shaving off one star as I don't know how biased these writeups could be and a
contrary point of view is not given (maybe would have led the book to not be concise as may
have been the idea but still). Also selective quoting to support the conclusions smells biased.I
have my own reservations about the person (s) being discussed but still, reading a book on
political subject with view and contra-view would have been awesome.”

sidhaartha, “Five Stars. Great listing of the historic facts with good references and situational
analysis.”

The book by Rajnikant Puranik has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 276 people have provided feedback.
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